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Introduction

- We propose Variable Body Image for evaluation tool of HRI
  - To evaluate robot’s appearances comparable in running situation
Related HRI studies (1/3)

- Normal HRI uses one independent robot
It is difficult to compare the results of each evaluation
  - There are no standard appearance of a robot
Related HRI studies (3/3)

- Paper test is already conducted [DiSalvo et al. 02]
  - However, it’s just paper test.
Our approach

- We attach human-like parts to the robot additionally and gave it different appearance
  - You can evaluate multiple appearances immediately
Design of the framework
Implementation of each parts
1. What is critical element to recognize robot as agent?
   - Voice? Appearance?
2. What appearance parts is more important to achieve communication?
Evaluation method (1/2)

- We used system response time (SRT) [Shiwa et al, HRI08]
Evaluation method (2/2)

- We used system response time (SRT) [Shiwa et al, HRI08]
Communication flow

"Please move the box."

A participant

Fill out his/her preference for SRT

A robot

"Which one?"

SRT

time
Field design

- An experimenter
- The cart
- Left object
- Right object
- A participant
- An assistant
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User(action)</th>
<th>Robot(response)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Hello&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Hello&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Please move the box.&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Which one?&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| "That one!" (with direction of the right object) | "Okey, I understand."
| "When do you move it?"
| "Yes, please."    | "About 6 P.M."        |
| "Thank you."      | "Okey."               |
|                   | "You’re welcome."     |
Scene of the experiment
Conditions of the experiment 1

1. Display
2. Display and eye
3. Voice
4. Voice and eye
Participants

- Display, Voice, Voice and Eye
  - 33 participants: 22 males, 12 females
  - within subject design
- Display and eye
  - 27 participants: 19 males, 8 females
Statistics

- ANOVA for 3 parameters
  - Appearance
  - Response time
  - Talk elements
Result of the experiment 1
Result of the experiment 1
Result of the experiment 1

- Voice is critical element
Conditions of the experiment 2

- (1) nothing
- (2) eye
- (3) mouth
- (4) eye and mouth

(hasn’t a mouth) ➔ (has eye)
(hasn’t eye) ➔ (has a mouth)

※ every condition has voice
Participants

- 33 participants: 22 males, 12 females
  - within subject design
Statistics

• ANOVA for 3 parameters
  ○ Appearance
  ○ Response time
  ○ Talk elements
Result of the experiment 2
Result of the experiment 2

- Eye has more important role for interaction than mouth

※ every condition has voice
Future work

- Modifiable feature
- Determine detail robot’s body scale
- To research more variable robot’s design field than pursue the design that imitated entire human
Future work

- Body image evaluation framework
  - With online
Conclusion

- We propose Variable Body Image framework
- We test our framework by system response time of users
Thanks!